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Abstract 
This article presents the HOLOS System, a control architecture infrastructure to be applied 

on dynamic scheduling. It is knowledge based, open, distributed (multi-agent), flexible, 
integrated, object-oriented, extendible and modular. The architecture infrastructure supports the 
virtual manufacturing concept and, at the same time, allows the integration of existing 
equipment. Negotiation technique is applied for production resources allocation, which 
increases the control flexibility during a schedule generation, specially in the presence of 
disruptions. The Consortium concept is introduced as a support for improving several types of 
production flexibility of an enterprise. Finally, some implementation aspects are presented as 
well as current problems and advantages of HOLOS. 
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Keywords : Dynamic Scheduling, Negotiation, Multi-Agent System, Virtual Manufacturing, 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Industry has been crossing a hard and extremely competitive period. It has to live together 
with - and to be agile for adapting itself to - a lot of external factors, such as a market demand 
fluctuation, environmental aspects, dependency from parts suppliers, adaptation to new 
production philosophies, human-related aspects, introduction of advanced information 
technologies, among others. This agility means not only to be fast in, but also to be flexible for 
supporting those factors as well as for reacting in the presence of internal disturbances - many 
of them unexpected - within its manufacturing environment, considering costs, quality, 
production time, etc .. Therefore, in this dynamic and interdependent scenario, the efficiency of 
the CIM production scheduling activity assumes crucial importance. 

Dynamic scheduling is intended to make a dynamic adaptation in the current schedule in the 
presence of unexpected events, such as machine breakdown, changing on order priority, order 
cancelation, operation lateness, bottlenecked machines, etc., in such a way the schedule 
remains realistic (according to what was planned), feasible (both from the technological and 
temporal points of view) and coherent (according to the current objectives·and constraints) 
during its execution. It is nearly impossible to build a scheduler able to achieve those 
requirements given the complexity a real dynamic environment brings up. Thus, in order to 
pragmatically face the dynamic scheduling problem, several authors have advocated the use of a 
quality function which involves not only a local reaction but also which guaranties its global 
continuity [1]. This paper doesn't intend to exactly present a dynamic scheduling system, but 
an architecture infrastructure to support one - the HOLOS System. 

R. Kerr et al. (eds.), Artificial Intelligence in Reactive Scheduling
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2. A FRAMEWORK FOR DYNAMIC SCHEDULING 

In order to fit with the requirements mentioned above, a dynamic scheduling system has to 
be embedded within a framework which allows a close link with planning and execution 
supervision activities (Figure 1). However, there is not yet a consensus about the identification 
of the precise scope of each activity. In spite of that, we believe such embedding is necessary. 
An each level of figure 1 there is a supervision activity which is responsible for keeping 
informed the next upper level. As it will be discussed later, this updating functionality is made 
by means a CIM Information System. 

Production orders are generated by planning activities (basically by Master Production 
Scheduling), which in tum can recommend modifications in some orders before and during the 
scheduling execution, based on financial criteria or schedule deviation evaluation. The 
scheduling execution is supervised in order to guarantee reliable information about the 
shopfloor status [2]. If some disruptions cannot be recovered at the execution level, they are 
passed on to the scheduling level, which in tum passes them on the planning level for 
replanning, if it cannot make a local reschedule. 

Although the process planning is traditionally considered as an off-line activity, it plays an 
important role for dynamic scheduling. In situations of rescheduling, when the scheduler 
cannot adequately reschedule some orders, alternatives process plans can be taken into account 
(if they exist) instead of immediately pass the problem on to the planning level. This is specially 
useful in One-of-Kind-Production (OKP) for instance, in which the process plan can be altered 
along the production. 
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Figure 1 - A Framework for Dynamic Scheduling 

In this sense, this article aims at showing a multi-agent control architecture infrastructure 
specially designed for dynamic scheduling in discrete manufacturing, which is based on the 
framework shown above. It is knowledge-based, distributed, open, integrated, flexible, object 
oriented, extendable, modular and can be customized. The underlying objective is to provide to 
the whole enterprise's production control structure a level of flexibility so that it can lwlistically 
work under a business process/customer oriented strategy, towards a factory-of-the-future, a 
virtual company [3,4]. In order to pursue this goal, HOLOS resorts to three vectors : 

• Virtualization of the Enterprise's Production Structure; 
• Integration and Information Modelling; 
• Multi-agent Distributed Control. 
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3. VIRTUALIZATION OF THE ENTERPRISE'S PRODUCTION STRUCTURE 

The configuration of an enterprise's production resources (robots, CNC machines, etc.) 
uses is quite variable from enterprise to enterprise. Enterprises withjobshop production and, to 
some extent OKP, normally have production areas with layouts very well organized (family-of
parts-oriented and product-centered). However, they are rigid. Due to that rigid condition, a 
situation of overloading or idleness upon some production resources I production areas often 
occurs during a scheduling. A shorter and shorter product life cycle, oscillation on market 
demands, internal disruptions I rescheduling, and a non-global cooperation between production 
areas, represent important causes for those problems, and consequently an obstacle to the 
enterprise for improving its efficiency. 

A virtualization of the production resources' structure aims at a balanced business processes 
distribution and a more rational use of the production resources, taking into account not only a 
particular area but the enterprise as a whole. The intended scenario is illustrated in Figure 2 : all 
enterprise's production structure has to flexibly adapt itself in order to both attend business 
processes arrivals and to react in the presence of disturbances; in other words, it has to support 
an agile manufacturing*. 

Figure 2 illustrates three virtualization levels from the enterprise's organization point of 
view. They correspond to a multi-level modelling of the production structure. The first one is 
called Physical Level. At Physical Level the production resources (illustrated as workers 
(Wkl, ... ,Wk4), CNC machines (CNCl, ... ,CNC5), transportation systems (Tl and T2), and 
robots (Rbl and Rb2)) are modelled in a multilevel way, according to the physical shops' 
layout. This model can take into account existing organizations, such as workstations, cells, 
FMS, etc., which in turn can belong to different shops, departments, factories, and so on. 

In a second virtualization level we can fmd the first abstraction level of production resources, 
which is called Static Virtual Level. It corresponds to a responsibility view [5] - a clustering - of 
the shop. Different clustering criteria can be applied (by means of a customization during its 
modelling) in different shops. For example, according to the topological relations, existing 
cells, etc. In our current prototype the production resources are all clustered per functionality (to 
some extent like functional cells), that is milling, turning, transportation, etc. 

Sets of planned business processes (BP) arrive and have to be scheduled as well as their 
respective enterprise activities (EA). CIM-OSA [5] uses such concepts to represent the 
enterprise's functional structure (discussed in detail later). 

At third level, the Dynamic Virtual Level, arises the Consortium : an intelligent abstraction 
level of the enterprise's production resources, which links the organizational and functional 
structure of the enterprise. A Consortium is a logical and temporary clustering of production 
resources dynamically created to perform a given BP (and their EA). In the presented example, 
there is a set of business processes (BP _i ), with a precedence relation between them. BP _23 
for instance is composed by four enterprise activities, EA_l : EA_ 4. Each one requires a 
specific type of production resource for their execution. Thus, Consortium BP _23 represents 
the team of production resources selected to execute BP _23 (Tl (the transportation system 1 ), 
Wkl (the worker 1), Rbl (the robot 1), and the CNC4 (the CNC machine 4)). However, the 
Consortium BP _ 42 needs T1 and Wkl, which in turn are also assigned to Consortium BP _23. 
Therefore, due to the precedence relation between those two BPs, Tl has to execute EA_6 
before EA_2. In practical terms, that scenario means being able to accomplish several types of 
flexibility (classified in [6]), like : 

• routing : the ability to handle breakdowns and to continue producing a given set of parts. 
• product : the ability to change over to produce new products economically and quickly. 
• volume : the ability to operate profitably at different production volumes. 
• production: the universe of part types the manufacturing system can produce. 
• expansion : the ability to expand the system easily and in a modular fashion. 
• operation : the ability to interchange ordering of several operations for each part type. 

* The term "reactive" (for scheduling) is not comprehensive enough to contemplate such scenario, and so that is 
the main reason why we have been prefering to name it as "dynamic scheduling". 
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4. INTEGRATION AND INFORMATION MODELLING 

The scheduling activity is part of a CIM system. One of the key aspects in manufacturing 
system is Information Integration. Therefore, a CIM lnfonnation System (CIM-IS)- either 
centralized [7] or distributed [8], containing common information models, is the main vehicle 
through which all heterogeneous subsystems (federated architecture) can communicate to each 
other in a manufacturing environment (Figure 3). The existence of such a global CIM-IS is 
assumed as an underlying framework for the scheduling system. In other words, we assume 
the CIM-IS as the source of all information required by scheduler, such as process plan, 
production resources and production plan. The use of a CIM-IS provides rapid and reliable 
infonnation, and it avoids the need for dealing with unnecessary infonnation as well, two keys 
for improving clean and lean infonnation flow. 

ln!ormation Models 

Services Systems & Tools 

Production Planning 

CAD 

Proces Planning 

Scheduling 

Figure 3 : A CIM-IS as the support for 
integration and information supplying 

The frame-based I object-oriented paradigm has been applied in all components of the 
architecture for infonnation modelling and knowledge representation. Results in data modelling 
achieved in various international projects [9,10,11] as well as tendencies in standardization, 
namely the efforts of the STEP community [12], have been taken into account for infonnation 
modelling. 

The main information models directly involved with scheduling in our approach are : 
- Shop Packet Model : it defmes what has to be done (and to some extent when) as well as 

the main planning constraints. It represents the Production Plan and it is the basic input for 
the scheduling system. It basically specifies the production orders and their respective 
precedence, lot sizes, due dates and priorities. We assume that production orders splitting 
and overlapping policies are "diluted" in that model specification; 

- Production Resources Model : it defines who can perfonn manufacturing operations and, 
indirectly, the main temporal constraints; 

- Process Plan Model : it defines which and how operations are to be perfonned as well as 
their technological constraints. 

As already mentioned, CIM-OSA's methodology is used in our architecture for enterprise's 
dynamic processes modelling. Three concepts for such a modelling are utilized in our approach 
for scheduling, which are concerned to the CIM-OSA' enterprise level functional view. They 
are: 
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- BP (Business Process) : represents any objective to be reached, i.e. it is an abstract task 
description (a production order, for instance) which can be decomposed either in a set of 
EAorBP; 

- EA (Enterprise Activity) :represents an installed functionality; i.e. the operation description, 
which cannot be further decomposed. It may correspond to an individual process plan 
operation; 

- PRS (Procedural Rules Set): represents the dynamic control flow between BP and/or EA, 
that is, it specifies the precedence relations and their enabling conditions. 

A production order is therefore viewed as a logical, temporary and hierarchical grouping of 
such concepts, and it represents how an entire business process must be accomplished. In fact, 
this grouping becomes a tree- a BP-tree- in which EAs are the leaves, BPs are the intermediate 
nodes and PRSs are the branches. Therefore, the scheduling system considers the production 
plan under a BP-tree form (Figure 4). 

EA6 EA7 

' ~ ; 

PRS 

EA8 EA9 EAIO 

·-- -------, l_ ________ J . part to be produced externally 

L-_ __JI -part to be produced internally 

Figure 4 : An example of a BP-Tree for producing a chair 

5. MULTI-AGENT DISTRIBUTED CONTROL 

The presented scheduling architecture assumes that its agility can be greatly improved if it is 
connected to a distributed control architecture, exploiting the natural distribution of the 
production resources, which are at last the executors of business processes. That is, a 
scheduling is performed by a set of distributed agents. Applying a holistic approach in the 
proposed distributed scheduling architecture signifies getting a "state of harmony" within the 
enterprise via a complementary and cooperative relationship between the agents involved in the 
execution of business processes. 
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The Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) paradigm [13] appears to be a powerful approach for 
supporting such agility. MAS has been chosen for scheduling basically because : 

• scheduling domain is intrinsically distributed; 
• scheduling domain requires a joining of different expertises; 
• it supports a dynamic domain; 
• it potentially supports both agents autonomy and decentralized schedules, two key factors 

for reaching the desired scheduling agility. 

Creating a multi-agent architecture infrastructure (MAAI) means building a set of distributed 
agents which can be supervised during the execution of a schedule. That is, the architecture 
element completely defines all components in a logical way whilst the infrastructure element 
supports all aspects related to creation, communication and implantation of (real) agents. 

The manufacturing environment is dynamic, normally over-constrained and unpredictable to 
some extent. "Production-Order 1010 has to be executed until 94112120", 
"Production-Order 1020 had its priority increased to 5", "Milling machine 
M10 became overloaded so that only production-orders with due-date after 
94 I 12 I 1 B can be assigned to", etc., are typical examples of such constraints to be 
satisfied during a scheduling. Besides that, current constraints are commonly conflicting to each 
other so that trade-off or requirements relaxations have to be negotiated. A contract net protocol 
I Negotiation paradigm [14,15] appears to be a suitable mechanism for supporting the desired 
flexibility in conflicts resolution on a holistic relationship during a schedule generation and 
execution. Thus, Negotiation in our approach consists on a process that leads agents to 
exchange information with other agents about a given business process' requirements until a 
production resource agent is selected to execute it. Parunak [16] has demonstrated the contract 
net powerfulness on scheduling in a Flexible Manufacturing System. 

Therefore, the MAAI is a framework for supporting negotiation between HOLOS' agents. 
One can note the more overlapping on production resource agents' capabilities exists, the 

more powerful the Negotiation will be. However, in spite of that, it has to be emphasized the 
high degree of flexibility the negotiation introduces in the scheduling control. 

From the distributed control point of view, the architecture has to deal with four problem 
solving phases [17] : problem decomposition, sub-problem distribution, sub-problem solution, 
answer synthesis. In this sense, the architecture is constituted by four types of agents : 
Scheduling Supervisor, Local Spreading Center, Enterprise Activity Agent, and Consortium. 
They are designed according to their main function within those phases and so they have a 
corresponding type of knowledge. In other words, they are heterogeneous, hierarchical, and 
have different degrees of autonomy. All agents are modelled as frames/objects, i.e. all agents' 
attributes and functionalities are represented by slots and methods, respectively (Figure 5). 

5.1 Scheduling Supervisor agent (SS) 
It is the agent responsible for the global scheduling supervision. It is a semi-hierarchical 

supervisor which is designed to cope with both problem decomposition and sub-problem 
distribution phases. SS has the following basic functions : loading both BP-trees and involved 
information models from the CIM IS; definition of EA requirements and their sending to Local 
Spreading Centers; creation of Consortia; high level changes on planned BPIEA; high level 
actions for conflicts resolution; and visualization and scheduling evaluation. 

A BP-tree implicitly typifies the application of a top-down strategy for problem 
decomposition. 

Because the control aspect represents our actual focus, no intelligent heuristics (micro
opportunistic [18] or opportunistic [1] for instance) are applied for choosing what BPIEA has to 
firstly be announced I negotiated I scheduled (sub-problem distribution). A mixed strategy has 
been used: it is BP(job)-centered in a first stage of distribution, and EA(operation)-centered in 
a second stage. That is, once a BP has been distributed then its EA starts to be distributed as 
well. The negotiation is made BPIEA by BPIEA according to the BP-tree's PRS and due dates. 
In other words, a bottom-up strategy is applied for BP-tree dissemination and (further) 
execution control. A new BP is only announced if its predecessor has successfully been negoti-
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manager _EAA_lathe_Galaxy _OAl 0 
agent_class <manager> 
is manager of < EAA_lathe_Galaxy _OA 10 > 

... ... 
candidature_strategy < maximize_agenda > 
protocol_id_for _IS < protocoi_Manag_IS_Ol2 > 

... ... 
resource classific < active, machining, lathe, pgm, cnc, vertical > 
has team < server feeder F112B > 
... ... 
method < send_proposaLto_LSC > 

method < check_maintenance_period > 
... ... 
method <show agenda [GantLper resource] > 

method < allocation agenda [forward] > 

... ... 
method < checlcstatus elevator before turning__AS/RS on > 

method < check_status feeder after receiving_ BP > 

... ... 

Figure 5 : An example of part of a production resource agent 

ated. In fact, because an EA contains the information effectively needed for negotiation (a BP 
contains abstract information), then there will be as many EA Announcements (EAN) to be 
announced in the network as existing EAs in the current BP-trees. A FIFO heuristic is used in 
our actual prototype for dealing with arrivals of BP-trees. 

Nevertheless, once an EA is selected to be announced, a heuristic is applied in order to : a) 
reduce setup on a production-resource, b) improve its utilization, and c) consider a lot size 
greater than 1. Taking into account the precedence relations between EAs, if the subsequent EA 
uses the same kind of production resource then these two EA (or a set of them - a step [9]) have 
to be negotiated together, like they were a unique operation. 

A strategy was created to avoid unnecessary information about an EA flowing through the 
network. It consists in creating two types of EAN : the Enterprise Activity Basic Requirements 
(EABR), and the Enterprise Activity Requirements (EAR). That strategy is based on the 
principle that, in a first phase, it is not necessary for a production resource agent to have access 
to the EAR, but only to the EABR. In a second step, then the EAR is left available in the CIM
IS for the (really) interested production resource agents, i.e. an EAR is not announced. EABR 
is used to filter interesting candidates. 

5.1.1. Enterprise Activity Basic Requirements 
It contains a summary about an EA; that is, the information to be firstly announced to the 

production resources agents and that cannot be relaxed (in principle) during a negotiation 
process. In the current prototype, the operation time, name, precedence, tolerance and due date 
(of its BP) are such considered "essential" information. Note, however, that the existence of the 
operation_due_date attribute does not imply in a backward scheduling; it is used just for 
control. In fact, from now on only forward scheduling is generated. 

5.1.2. Enterprise Activity Requirements 
This structure represents the complete specification of an EA necessary for its execution. An 

EAR has two components : 
• Static Information: it corresponds to the operation's process plan. 
• Dynamic Information : it corresponds to the information that can change according to the 

system state and negotiation process. Looking at Figure 6, six attributes are used : 
"suggestions" and "observations" consist in auxiliary information to be considered by a "high 
level conflict-solver" (a human-agent or an expert system for instance) when complex 
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conflicts take place; "priority" represents the importance to be assigned to an EA before its 
execution begins; "relaxation" specifies the technological and/or planning requirements that 
can be relaxed (and their limits) when conflicts occur (mainly in the case when no one 
production resource agent has offered proposals for EA execution). Note that the relaxation 
attribute strongly improves the flexibility of a negotiation process. The last two attributes, 
"preferences" and "expectative", are concerned whith production resources agents selection. 
The first one specifies which production resources agents' functional characteristics will be 
considered as preferable during a selection process. The second one represents the current 
production objectives which have to be considered in the selection criteria of production 
resources agents. In fact, both priority and expectative attributes are information inherited 
from the BP associated to the EA. The BP _lotsize attribute is also inherited from that BP, and 
it defines, in general terms, how many times an EA has to be executed*. 

The attributes of EABR and EAR_Dynamic_lnformation are preliminary customized when 
the scheduling system is implanted. 

bAtlR__bA7 
op_ time 3 
op. name mi/lin_g 

EA / op precedt:nce EA6 I Static EA id EA7 op tolerance U.Ul Information 
Sll],ler Class machining_ op_ due date i:fU_U5 Jl;f I l 
Class millinll 

<~,pL BP lots1ze 400 

EAR_EA7 

vynarruc _uuormation 

' suggestions nol 
observation no/ 
preferences no operator] 
relaxation op tolerance, U.l j_ 
on on tv 4 
expectative {minimizeFlowTime 1 

Figure 6 : An Example of EAN 

The process plan has an important impact on the flexibility of a negotiation process. When 
an operation is described in a part's process plan, a specific production resource is nearly 
explicitly indicated. Although such a situation also exists in our model, it is seen as a 
possibility, i.e. the specification of the production resource required for an operation can be 
made through some levels of abstraction, like the production resource general type (milling 
machine, lathe machine, etc.). 

Because an EABR indirectly reveals the required responsibility view for its execution, then it 
is sent to the respective Local Spreading Center agent (discussed below, which is organized by 
<Super _Class, Class> in that example) instead of directly to all production resource agents. 
Thus, (unnecessary) EAN broadcasting is avoided. 

* In the actual prototype it is not possible yet a production resource agent making a BP splitting proposal; i.e. it 
offers its services to execute just some amount of the lot size (and afterwards other production resource agent 
be responsible - via a EAN re-annoucement - for executing the rest of the lot). 
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5.2 Local Spreading Center agent (LSC) 
A LSC represents a decentralized control structure for EAN spreading, i.e. it is also 

responsible for dealing with the sub-problem distribution phase. It is an object with mailing 
capabilities and, to some extent, its structure is similar to a decentralized blackboard. From the 
organizational point of view it is associated to the Static Virtual Level. One of its main functions 
refers to negotiate with production resources agents in order to select one for the execution of 
each EA. Due to its responsibility view, a LSC knows who are the adequate production 
resource agents which copes with the BAN's requirements. Thus, since an EABR is received, 
the LSC re-sends it to all "registered" and operational production resource agents. In our 
current prototype no strategy is used for a pre-selection of production resource agents to which 
an EABR could firstly be sent, like Case Based Reasoning [19] or blacklist or reward list [20]. 
At the end of such a EAN spreading, the LSC has to evaluate the proposals (received Curricula) 
come from the production resource agents in order to select the best one based on some criteria. 

Because no criteria is presently used in order to allow a LSC for deciding when it can 
consider itself satisfied with one proposal, then a LSC waits for answers from all production 
resource agents to which EAN has been sent, either they are positive (service acceptance) or 
negative (no acceptance). Therefore, in the actual state of our prototype, the production 
resource agents do not make pooling in a LSC (aiming at looking for EAN). 

In fact, a multistage negotiation [21] between a LSC and production resource agents is 
utilized. Three situations can occur after such process : 

- one candidate : if just one production resource agent is candidate for the execution of an 
EA, then no selection is needed and that agent is chosen; 

- more than one candidate : several selection criteria can be applied. Three criteria are 
currently being used (they can be customized) : minimum path, production resource hour 
cost, and minimization of the number of production resources involved; 

- no candidates : a constraint relaxation is made (if it is possible) and so the EAN is re
announced. After such a relaxation process, two basic actions can be taken if that situation 
remains the same : 
- EAN is recommended to be modified (for further re-announcement); 
- EAN is recommended to be canceled since no relaxation is possible anymore. 

At the end of a whole negotiation process, since a production resource agent has already 
been found for the execution of an EA, then it starts to make part of a Consortium (discussed 
later). Therefore, we could say that a sub-problem solution will only be fulfilled when there is a 
production resource agent selected for each BP' s EA. 

A negotiation process can be interrupted before an agreement is reached. For example, if a 
local schedule is being generated but its quality is far from the objectives I evaluation 
parameters, it can be canceled and then having the whole process restarted again with some 
modifications. 

5.3 Enterprise Activity Agent (EAA) 
An EAA represents the entity we have been calling as production resource agent until now. It 

represents a virtualization of the production resource's local controller. From the organizational 
point of view it is associated to the Physical Level. From the scheduling control point of view, 
the EAA has as essential functions receiving EAN, their evaluation, and further answer to a 
LSC about its either positive or negative acceptance. An important aspect is here presented : 
when an EAA evaluates an EABR and "thinks" it is capable of fulfilling the EA's requirements, 
it has not enough information yet for deciding about its real adequacy to it. In this sense, an 
EAA needs to access the CIM-IS in order to get the EAR. 

Another EAA function is concerned with "self-supervision". If one EAA gets non
operational then it has to notify the LSC about it so that the LSC does not send any EAN while 
that EAA does not notify the LSC about its readiness. 

An innovation is presented in the EAA architectur~ : an EAA is not a single process but a 
logical clustering of two basic interacting processes, a Manager and a Server - tandem 
architecture (Figure 7). The Server represents the resource's local controller. It is a "slave" 
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process which gives to its Manager an allowance for offering services it is capable to execute. 
The Manager "represents" this Server within the manufacturing environment. Its basic function 
is "selling" (via negotiation) the Server's services. Therefore, the Manager centralizes all 
decisions and communications related to the Server it represents (so, there is not one manager 
for all other servers like the presented by Kraus [22], but one for each server). A Manager is 
customized for having as its main objective the maximization on server utilization. 

In spite of an EAA being not a single process, the architecture sees it as a single entity. That 
tandem structure provides two advantages : 

- More efficiency in both negotiation process and EA execution. The existing parallelism 
between them allows the Manager to (re)negotiate EAs while the Server executes the 
already contracted (planned) ones; 

- It preserves the classical Client-Server mechanisms since the Manager is just an abstract 
level for Server control. Note that this aspect is extremely important for architecture 
implantation since it allows transforming existing and heterogeneous local controllers into 
integratable servers via an encapsulating layer ("accommodation" of legacy systems). 

Topological relationships between production resources can be taken into account in the 
EAA architecture, i.e. an EAA can be composed by more than one Server. Taking a 
manufacturing cell for instance, it is normal to find some production resources functionally and 
physically attached (and so modelled) to each other, like a feeder to a CNC machine. It means 
there is no sense for an "auxiliary" resource (the feeder in this case) be an individual candidate 
for negotiation since it is completely dependent on the "principal" resource (the CNC machine). 
Therefore a Manager has its responsibility extended both to coordinate and to represent a team 
of production resources. Besides the Servers, a Manager has access to three other internal 
components : 

- Agenda : it contains the sequence of EA contracted to be executed by the given agent. The 
time slot allocation is customized to be made in forward; 

- Mailbox : it registers all EAs still under negotiation process; 
- Knowledge Base : it contains the description of the skills, technical capabilities, topological 

characteristics and management information about the (team of) Server(s). 

Figure 7 also illustrates the general situation in the UNL/UNINOVA Pilot FMS/FAS -
NOVAFlex [23]. For each existing production resources (4 robots, 2 CNC machines, one 
ASIRS, one conveyour belt, and one set of 56 mobile pallets) there is a PC computer (running 
DOS or Linux operational system) which encapsulates it and provides services to other 
"external" processes (agents)- EAA's manager in the case. The communication between them 
makes use of Remote Procedural Calls (RPC) primitives. Therefore, a dynamic scheduling 
system cannot be seen as a simple package of software. Independently of the approach used, 
the production resources have to be integrated into the infrastructure (so that they can be 
supervised) as well as existing subsystems and the CIM-IS. In applying MAS, the 
communication channels have to be assigned and managed, and high level protocols have to be 
defined for agents "conversation". In fact, one of the underlying objectives is to exploit agents 
autonomy. Thus, we think that EAA's micro-architecture is able to support an increasing of 
agents' intelligence as well as a flexible and modular alteration in the layouts and production 
resources confignration. 

Two other important aspects have been under evaluation to be supported by HOLOS 
architecture. Briefly : 

-Dynamic re-composition of an EAA: if an EAA's Server becomes non-operational then a 
new EAA image has to be dynamically created in order to make possible for the other 
members to keep offering services in the meantime. When that server gets ready then it is 
re-included in the original team. New situations for rescheduling arise and so they have to 
be considered; 

- Low Level Dynamic Scheduling : during the scheduling execution an EAA temporarily 
requires complementary resources so that an EA can effectively be executed. For example, 
for a given EA a robot needs a suitable set of grippers, a NC machine needs the complete 
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tooling kit, etc. Therefore, the availability and/or production of such complementary 
resources have to be also considered in scheduling. 

Figure 7 : An example of EAA's architecture 

In order to allow an BAA to have its capabilities easily recognized in a negotiation, a 
taxonomy of production resources has been conceived, which is based on some concepts 
presented by Camarinha et all [24] and the functional organization of production resources 
presented by Curtis [25]. This taxonomy is also used in the process plan in order to specify the 
production resource(s) required for a certain EA. The taxonomy is classified in six levels : 

• 1st level I Behavior : the production resources can be either active or passive. The actives 
are those able to receive and to execute program commands, like robots, CNC machines, 
AGV, some type of grippers, etc. The passives are those non-directly controlled by 
program commands, such as CNC machines tools; 

• 2nd level I Super-Class : it correspond to the general production operations, such as 
machining, assembly, transporting, storage, manual, etc.; 

• 3rd level I Class : it correspond to the classes of production resources within each Super
Class. For machining, for example, they can be lathes, milling machines, saw milling, 
drilling machines, etc.; 

• 4th level I Sub-Class : a production resource can be programmable, automatic, 
conventional (non-programmable) or special; 

• 5th level I Type : taking lathes as example, a type can be turret lathe, NC, CNC, vertical, 
multiple chucker, etc.; 

• 6th level I Instance :it correspond to the production resource's identification specification. 
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5.4 Consortium agent 
A Consortium represents the highest virtualization level of EAA. From the organizational 

point of view it is associated to the Dynamic Virtual Level. The objective is to select a team -
logically organized - of EAA to execute a BP instead of assigning it necessarily to a pre-selected 
team -fiXed organized. As already mentioned in chapter 3, cellular layouts for instance, in spite 
of their advantages, have some inflexibilities. Our architecture does not aim at ignoring those 
advantages, but to improve their flexibility toward their complete virtualization. 

From the organizational point of view, the Consortium concept appears to be equivalent to 
"logical cell" [5], "virtual cell" [26], "virtual FMC" [27] and "virtual production area" [28]. 
However, significant differences exist from the control point of view. 

A Consortium is a dynamic, temporary and logical clustering of EAA planned (selected) to 
execute a whole BP. Therefore, there will be as many Consortia as planned BPs to be executed. 
Since each Consortium has its local I particular schedule, we may say the scheduling is 
decentralized. Note that an EAA can belong to several Consortia along the time, which 
generates EAA contention and so temporal constraints. Since an EAA finishes the execution of 
contracted EA(s) for some Consortium, the EAA becomes free both to execute other EA(s) 
already contracted with another Consortium and to look for more EAs, which are still waiting 
for execution proposals. At the end of an entire BP execution the Consortium agent kills itself. 

A consortium starts to be executed only when all BAAs have been selected and the respective 
BP/EAs start times are come. If this brings some temporal ignorance by one side, this brings a 
better schedule quality for another side. 

A Consortium agent has three basic control functions : 
- to communicate with the Scheduling Supervisor about the execution status of its EA, and 

so about a BP; 
-to supervise the EAA(s) assigned to it; 
- to allow a schedule evaluation : since a (local) schedule is created it can be evaluated from 

several criteria of performance (such as flow time, idleness time, lead time, WIP, 
tardiness, etc.), which in tum can be visualized via a Gantt Chart. 

During the life cycle of a Consortium, a substitute for an EAA has to be found - via 
negotiation- if one of them becomes non-operational*, that is, a rescheduling has to be made 
and so a new negotiation process has to be triggered out. Making a rescheduling means finding 
a new start time, end time and production resources assignment for a certain BP/EA. In 
opposition to centralized approaches, a Consortium agent tries to solve its local problem in an 
autonomous manner so that the execution of other Consortia is potentially not disturbed. This is 
performed basically consulting BAA's agenda and time slots still available but which do not 
offend temporal constraints. We consider the scheduling flexibility is concentrated on that local 
rescheduling with negotiation. However, in some cases, due to the local ignorance of a 
Consortium, it cannot solve all its conflicts. In this situation the control for that local conflict 
resolution is passed on to the Scheduling Supervisor agent, which in tum verifies which BPs 
(and their EAs) have to be also rescheduled (constraint propagation) in order to guarantee that 
the objectives and constraints will be satisfied. Figure 8 illustrates the control flow between 
HOLOS' agents. However, the main goal for proposed approach is flexibility, even though it 
may sacrifice global optimization. A link between incremental scheduling [1] with fuzzy sets 
[29] appears to be a good approach to cope with global optimization problem. 

As it was said, our present attention is on the interaction between the control problems and 
scheduling. Therefore, we do not have yet robust results in terms of rescheduling policies. In 
fact, although a partial study about rescheduling strategies has already been made for some 
exception situations (operation lateness, BP cancel, new BP arrival, change of a BP's priority, 
and EAA unavailability), a more deep experimentation has to be made. 

* In the actual prototype we are not considering the possibility in which, for a given production resource which 
has broken, there is more then one substitute "equivalent" for the same operation which was being executed; 
i.e. it is not posible llYQ production resources be "equivalent" for substituting~-
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The Consortium concept improves system flexibility in terms of : 
- it provides a suitable "link" between the scheduling and execution control phases; 
- it supports local rescheduling, avoiding the overhead normally generated on a global plan; 
- it can be used in any kind of production resources layout, considering autonomous or 

semi-autonomous areas as well; 
- it represents a base for several types of production flexibility, towards a virtual factory. 

Figure 8 : Control Flow between HOLOS' Agents 

Another aspect for improving the negotiation efficiency is related to the communication 
protocol, or in other words, the "language" that supports the agents conversation. Several 
international projects have proposed protocols for that (such as ARPA/KQML [30] and 
ARCHON/HLCM [31]) in different levels of independent application domains. Our current 
prototype uses a simple protocol, based on contract-net [14], and whose basic structure is 
shown in Figure 9. In current developments a more generic communication protocol to support 
all transactions in dynamic scheduling based on negotiation is being designed. 

e > < task descri tion > 
Example : a LSC agent sends an EABR to an EAA. 

msg_origin : LSC_id which has sent the message. 
msg_destin : EAA_id for which the message is being sent. 
task_id : EA_id to which the EABR is associated. 
task_type: "send_announcement, EABR" 
task_description: EABR's announcement content 

Figure 9 - Example of the Agents Communication Protocol Structure 

e > < task descri tion > e > < task descri tion > e > < task descri tion > 
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6. OTHERS REMARKS AND CONCLUSIONS 

This work presented the HOLOS System, an architecture infrastructure prototype currently in 
development for dynamic scheduling. HOLOS has been implemented in Prolog for A/X 
language with an object-oriented extension [32], on an IBM Rise 6000 workstation. 

The architecture infrastructure was conceived using musts in software engineering : it is 
knowledge-based, open, distributed, flexible (control and modelling), integrated, object
oriented, extendible and modular (reusable). 

One can observe that most of the heuristics I strategies used by the agents are still relatively 
weak. The basic reason for that is because our current attention is focused on control problems 
in the architecture rather than optimality. Nevertheless, it can also be observed that, given the 
flexibility and architecture modularity, the introduction of better methods is expected to be easy, 
specially because the object-oriented approach supports several programming paradigms. 
Furthermore, most of agents' actions implicitly have a hierarchical posture, i.e. the degree of 
agents autonomy for their own decision making is still relatively low, and so they have to be 
increased in next experiments. 

Multi-agent approach seems to fit with the distributed nature of the manufacturing 
environment, as well as the negotiation appears to be a very flexible technique. On the other 
hand, multi-agents approach demands a highly reliable degree on the network, as well as it 
brings both the intrinsic - and critical - local ignorance and uncertainty problems. Besides that, 
sometimes negotiation technique can take too much time so that robust heuristics have to be 
conceived for keeping temporal constraints satisfied, and global convergence and synchronism 
be verified and reached. These drawbacks, very complex to be solved, also represent next 
experiments. 

Several assumptions have to be established in order to cope with virtual layouts 
(Consortium). Automatic generation of programs for production resources and tools, the 
secondary times (specially wasted in transportation) which can turn some schedules unfeasible 
according to due dates, high efficiency of the material transportation systems, etc., are some 
aspects to be taken into account. 

HOLOS architecture infrastructure faces three key aspects in an advanced CIM manufacturing 
system : virtualization of the enterprise's production structure, integration and information 
modelling and distributed control. That is, HOLOS is a work on dynamic scheduling for agile 
and virtual manufacturing. An emphasis on the Consortium concept is given since it supports 
several types of production flexibilities. Because HOLOS takes those three key aspects in 
simultaneous, it is hard to make a direct comparison with some related works. Most of works 
found in the literature usually treats only one aspect and make assumptions about the existing of 
the other ones. 

As an "abstraction" and logical sequence of this work, we have started the development of an 
interactive system generator of such a control architecture infrastructures in such a way that a 
particular one can be derived for a specific enterprise. 
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